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Abstract 
Simpson. R.J., Disjoint covering systems of rational Beatty sequences, Discrete Mathematics 
92 (1991) 361-369. 
A rational Beatty sequence is a sequence {[oa + PI}, where CY is rational, n runs through the 
integers and square brackets denote integer part. In 1973 Fraenkel conjectured that if 
{{[ain +&I}: i = 1, . . . , t} is a collection of rational Beatty sequences which partition the 
integers then oi/ai is an integer for some pair of distinct indices i and j. We show that the 
conjecture is true if oi S 2 for some i. 
In 1926 Samuel Beatty discovered the following theorem and published it as a 
problem in the American Mathematical Monthly [l]. 
Theorem. The sequences [[na]: n E N = {P,2, . . .)}, {[n/3]: n E Nj (where square 
brackets denote integer part) partition N iJ' and only if (i) cy-’ + /I-’ = 1 and (ii) (Y 
is irrational. 
This problem was the starting point for a widespread interest in the properties 
of sequences of the form {[am + /I]: n E NJ}. (See [lo] for an extensive list of 
references.) In this paper we shall be concerned with the covering properties of 
collections of such sequences. Graham [5] has completely characterised 
collections 
i{[nmi + pi]: n EN}: i = 1, . . . , L) 
which partition the natural numbers when one of the cu; (and hence all of them) is 
irrational. We shall be concerned with the case in which all the cu,‘s are rational, 
about which much less is known. In this case it is convenient to consider 
collections which partition Z, the set of all intcgcrs, rather than just N. 
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A rational Beuf~y sequence, (henceforth RBS) is a sequence 
S(a; /3) = {[na: + B]: n E E} (1) 
where a is rational and >l. B may be any real number but we will show that it 
can always be replaced with a rational number without changing the sequence. 
Note that if LY is an integer, S(a; B) is an arithmetic progression with common 
difference LY. In this sense S(a, B) is a ‘generalised’ arithmetic progression. With 
this analogy in mind we call LY the modulus of S(LY, B). 
Writing 1y as P/Q, where P and Q are positive integers with P > Q, for any 
integer n we call the half-open intervai of integers 
a period of the sequence S(PJQ, B). Note that a period always contains P 
integers and Q members of the sequence. 
We define a disjoint covering system of RBS’s, (henceforth a DCS) as a finite 
collection of RBs’s with the property that each integer belongs to exactly one 
RBS in the collection. In the literature such collections are also called ‘systems of 
complementary sequences’. 
In this paper we consider the following conjecture made by Fraenkel[6]. 
Conjecture. 1. If 
PI/Q, s Pz/Qz s. * . c &;QL (2) 
are the moduli of a DCS with L > 2 then (fi/Qi)/(e/Qj) is an integer for some 
pair of distinct indices i, j. 
In [2] and [6] Fraenkel and his co-workers showed that this conjecture holds in 
the following cases: 
(i) L = 3 or L = 4, 
(ii) 2 or more of the moduli are integral, and at least one of them is prime, 
(iii) at most 2 of the moduli are non-integral, 
(iv) pi/Qi < 2’ for i = 1, 2, . . . , L - 4. 
Fraenkel has also made the following stronger conjecture (see [8]). 
Conjecture 2. If the conditions of ,Zonjecture 1 hold, but with strict inequality in 
(2). then 
&/Qi = (2L - 1)/2L-‘; i = 1,2, . . . , L. 
In [6] Fraenkel showed that DCS’s with these moduli do exist for any L. It is 
known that the conclusion of neither conjecture applies if k = 2 (see [7] and 
Lemma 2 below). 
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The purpose of this paper is to prove a theorem which implies the truth of 
Fraenkel’s Conjecture 1 whenever PI/Q , S 2. Before formulating this theorem, 
we give two preliminary results on rational Beatty sequences and their 
complements. 
Lemma 1. Let P, Q be positive integers w+h (P, Q) = D (where the parentheses 
denote greatest common divisor) and let r be any real number. Then there exist 
integers B1 and B2 satisfying 
OCBi<i, i=l,2 
such that 
S(i,r)=S(g,y) (3 ) 
(4) 
Proof. The real number r can be expressed uniquely in the form, 
kP+B,D+8 
r= 
Q 
where k E Z, 0 G B,D < P, 0 < 0 < D, B1 E Z. Then for any integer n, 
[z+r]=[ {(n + k)P + B,D + 0) Q ]=[(n+k)pf+BID]_ (5) 
Since k is independent of n we have a bijection from the original Beatty 
sequence to the sequence on the right of (3). 
To prove the second part we note that (P/D, Q/D) = 1, so we can find integers 
m and BZ, 0 =Z Bz < P/D such that 
Q B,=Bzg-mg, 
that is 
Substituting in (5) we get, for any n, 
[ng+r]=[(n+k-m)g+B*]. 
Since k and m are independent of n this is a bijection from the original Beatty 
sequence to S(PIQ, Bz). Cl 
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Equations (3) and (4) give two standard forms of a RBS. The first is natural in 
the sense that the n = 0 term is the least nonnegative term in the sequence. 
Generally (the exceptions are in Lemma 2 and the proof of the theorem) we will 
use the second form, and assume, unless otherwise stated, that B in (1) is a 
nonnegative integer. We further simplify the situation by noting that, if we 
multiply the numerator and denominator of each modulus iu a DCS by a suitable 
number we can get Pi = Pz = - - - = PL = P. Thus a DCS consists of a collection 
(S(i,Bi):i=l,...,L} 
with each integer belonging to exactly one member of the 
imegers, and 
We now show that the complement of a RBS is also a 
complement. This implies a complete characterisation 
Essentially the same result appears as Theorem XII of 
allows us to put it in a simpler form. 
collection, P, Qi, Bi all 
RBS, and describe this 
of DCS’s with L = 2. 
[S], but our Lemma 1 
Lemma 2. The complement of S, = S(PIQ, B/Q) is S, = S(Pf(P - Q), (P - B - 
l)l(P - Qb 
Proof. First suppose that m E S,, so that there exists an integer n such that 
nP+B 
m+l>- 
Q 
Zm. 
After rearranging we obtain 
(m+l)Q-B-l 
Z=n2 
mQ-B 
P P - 
Now the (m -n - 1)th term of S, is 
[(m-n-l)P+P-B-1 
L P-Q 
Using the right hand inequality above we find this is at most 
[m-&]=m-1. 
Similarly, by applying the left hand inequality we find that the (m ~” n2‘:th term of 
S, is at least m + 1. Thus if m belongs to S, then it does not belong to S,. 
Now suppose that m does not belong to S,. Then there exists an integer n such 
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that 
P(n + 1) + B 
Q 
am+1 and 
Pn + B 
-<mm. 
Q 
These inequalities lead to (mQ - B - 1)/P 2 n 2 ((m + 1)Q - B - P)/P. 
We show that the (m - n - 1)th term of S, is m. This term is [((m - n)P - B - 
l)/(P - Q)]. Using the right hand side of the above inequality we find this is at 
most [m + 1 - l/(P - Q)] = m, and using the left hand side we find it is at least 
m. Thus if m does not belong to S, then it does belong to $, as required. El 
We now state the main result of this paper. 
Theorem. ff P/Q, G P/Q2 G - - . L P/QL are the mod&i of a DCS, and P/Q, 62 
then either (a) Qi divides Ql for some i f 1 or (b) QLml = QL. 
It is clear that this implies that Conjecture 1 holds in the case P/Q1 s 2. Before 
proving the theorem we define some terms and prove some more lemmas. 
We define a consecutive difference (henceforth cd) of a RBS S(PlQ, B), as an 
interval 
[[nG+B], [(n+l)i+B]). 
Remark 1. Note that there are Q cd’s in a period of S(P/Q, B). 
We further define a k-consecutive difference (henceforth k-cd) of S(P/Q, B) as 
an interval 
[[ng+B], [(n+k)i+B]). 
We call [(n + k)P/Q + B] - [nP/Q + B] the width of the k-cd. 
Lemma 3. Any k-cd of S[P/Q, B) has width [kP/Q] or [kP/Q] + 1. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition and from the fact that 
]x +Yl- M = ]yl+ E where E = 0 or 1 and x and y are any real rrumbers. q 
Naturally this lemma also applies to cd’s, since these are k-cd’s with k = 1. 
Lemma 4. Any period of S(PIQ, B) contains M cd’s 
with width [P/Q] + 1, where 
M=Q-P+Q[;], h’=P-Q[;]. 
with width [P/Q] and N cd’s 
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Proof. As noted above there are Q cd’s in a period 
M+N=Q. 
of S(P/Q, B). Thus 
(6) 
Also, the sum of the widths of the cd’s in a period must equal P, so 
M[;]+N([;]+l)=P. (7) 
Solving (6) and (7) simultaneously proves the lemma. Cl 
Lemma 5. We write S, for S(PIQ,, B,) and S, for S(PIQ,, B,) and suppose that 
PI Q, B 2 and S, 1 S,. Then either, 
6) QZ ( QI, or 
(ii) QZ IP- QI. 
Proof. Since P/Q ,a 2 we have, for any k, 
[3+3+143+2+(k;;)P]<[(k+pt)P]+l_ (8) 
Hence, if k #k’, Lemma J IlllP.‘ru 3 :=-~t:~~ that the widths of k-cd’s of S, are different 
from the widths of its k’-cd’s. 
Since S, 1 S, every cd of S, must be a k-cd of S, for some k. Since there is 
always a cd of S, with width [P/Q,] we have a k such that [P/Q,] is the width of 
some k-cd of &. By the above remarks this k is unique. 
!f [P/Q*] + 1 is also the width of some cd of S, then we have a unique k’ such 
that [P/Q,] + 1 is the width of a k’-cd of S,. 
Moreover, it follows from Lemma 3 and (8) that if k’ is defined (i.e. there are 
cd’s in S, with width [P/Q,] + 1) then we must have 
k’=k or k’=k+l. (9) 
Now consider a period of $. It has width P, and by Lemma 4 it is the union of 
M cd’s of S, with width [P/Q*] and N with width [P/Q,] + 1, where 
M+N=Qz, N = P - Q#‘/Qz]. (10) 
Thus our period is the union of M k-cd’s and N k’-cd’s of S,, and hence of 
Mk + Nk ’ cd’s of S, . 
Gin the other hand since the period has width P and S, 2 S,, it must be a period 
of S, and hence the union of Q, cd’s of S1. Hence h4k + Nk’ = Q, , so that, by 
(10) 9 
Qzk + N(k’ - k) = Q,. (11) 
If Q2 1 P then N = 0 and it follows that Q2 1 Q,, so that both (i) and (ii) hold. 
Suppose then that Qz j P, so that N ~0 by (10) and k’ is defined. If k’ = k we 
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have Q2 1 Q, by (11) and (i) holds. If not, then by (9), (10) and (11) we have 
Q,=Q2k+P-Q2 ;- 
[ 1 2 
which implies that Qz I P - Q,, SO that (ii) holds. Thus in all cases either (i) or 
(ii) holds. 0 
We now prove the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem. We have L RBS’s with moduli P/Q, c P/Q2 s - - - s P/QL 
which comprise a DCS. Call these S,, &, . . . &,. We also have 
P/Q, c 2. (12) 
Ciearly each of .!$, S,, . . . , S, is contained in s,, the complement of S,. By 
Lemma 2, 3, is then a RBS with modulus P/(P - Q,). Without loss of generality 
we may assume 
+=s(&,o), 
I 
where, by (12), P/(P - Ql) b 2. The fact that this involves no loss of generality 
may be seen by noting that if $ = S(P/(P - Q,), B) for some B #O, we could 
form another DCS by replacing each Bi with Bi - B. This corresponds to ‘sliding’ 
each RBS B places to the left. By Lemma 5, for each i = 2,3, . . . , L, either 
Qi 1 f’-(P-Ql> (13) 
or there exists ki such that 
P-Ql=kiQi (14) 
and hence 
P _ kiP 
Zi;-P-Q, 
(15) 
If (13) holds for some i we have Qi dividing Q, which is part (a) of the theorem 
and we are done. Assume then that (14) holds for each i = 2,3, . . . , L. Then for 
each such i, writing the sequence Si (with modulus P/Qi) in the standard form (3) 
of Lemma 1 and then using (15), we see that 
for some integer mi. Here we have used 
have 
the standard form (3) of Lemma 1. We 
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It follows that the collection { {nkj + mi: n E Z}: i = 2, . . . , L} is a DCS of 
arithmetic progressions. A well-known property of such a DCS is the result of 
Mirsky, Newman, Davenport and Rado (see [3-41) that the two largest moduli 
are equal, that is 
kL-l = kL. 
From (14) it follows that 
QL-I = QL. 
This is part (b) of the theorem and we are done. q 
Discussion 
If we dispense with the requirement P/Q, a 2 in Lemma 5, the proof breaks 
down, since inequality (8) need no longer hold. This cannot be remedied: there 
are RIBS’s S,, & with S, 1 Z$ for which Q2 divides neither Q, nor P - Q,, for 
example S(5/4,0) 2 S(5/3,0). 
In the other direction it can be shown that if PI/Q, 3 3 then only case (i) of 
Lemma 5 can hold, that is, Q2 1 Q,. It follows that if we have a DCS with moduli 
P/Q,sPIQz+.. ss P/QL where P/Q,G$, then Qi divides P - Q, for each 
i=2,..., L and hence only part (b) of the theorem can hold, i.e. P/QL-, = 
P/QL. This implies that Conjecture 2 is vacuously true in the case P/Q, G 4. 
A computer investigation of values of P/Q, and P’/Q2 for which S, 1 S2 reveals 
no obvious pattern when P/Q, < 2, except that when Q2 is small (Q2 < P/(P - 
Q,)) we can always find B, and B2 such that S, 2 S,. This result can be proven 
using a pigeon-hole argument. 
It should also be mentioned that Ryozo Morikawa (see [9] and its list of 
references) has obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for two RBS’s to be 
disjoint. This condition is rather awkward and I have not been able to apply it to 
the present problem. 
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